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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

TUCK WOODSTOCK; DOUG BROWN; 
SAM GEHRKE; MATHIEU LEWIS-
ROLLAND; KAT MAHONEY; JOHN 
RUDOFF; and those similarly situated, 
 
  Plaintiffs, 
 
 v. 
 
CITY OF PORTLAND, a municipal 
corporation; and JOHN DOES 1-60, 
individual and supervisory officers of Portland 
Police Bureau and other agencies working in 
concert, 
 
  Defendants. 
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I, Alex Zielinski, declare: 

1. I am an Oregon resident who lives in Portland, Oregon.  I am the news editor for 

the Portland Mercury.  I have attended the protests in Portland over the last month for the 

purpose of documenting and reporting on them.  If called as a witness, I could, and would, testify 

competently to the facts below. 

2. I have been a salaried journalist since 2010.  I have been published in the 

Portland Mercury, the Washington City Paper, San Antonio Current, ThinkProgress, Portland 

Monthly, Bitch Magazine, Eugene Weekly, the East Oregonian, Street Roots, the Daily Emerald, 

and other smaller publications.  I have been the news editor for the Mercury since March 2018.  

The position involves both editing and reporting work. 

3. I have been covering protests in Portland on the ground since mid-2018, and am 

familiar with the actions Portland police take during large protests, including dispersal tactics.  

Whenever I cover protests, I wear a laminated press badge with my photo, name, and contact 

information.  I also am intentional about dressing professionally when I cover a protest and do 

not dress in any clothing that may give the impression I am a protester, such as all black.  I do 

not participate in the protests in any way; nor do I intercede when the police threaten, attack, or 

arrest people.  I merely document and report. 

4. I also try to follow lawful police orders while covering protests.  During dispersal 

orders, I have been told by officers to leave an area to one direction (say, the north), only to start 

walking that direction and then be told that I need to be leaving the opposite direction (south).  

These confusing orders add to fear and confusion for both reporters and the public during these 

moments. 

5. On the night of June 2, 2020, I was covering the protests in the area around the 

Justice Center with Blair Stenvick. 

6. On this night, the fence was at the intersection of SW Fourth Avenue and SW 

Salmon Street, with protesters on the north side of the fence and police on the south side.  

Protesters filled the block between SW Salmon Street and SW Taylor Street, with most people 
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facing south (where the police were positioned).  I was in the middle of the block on the western 

sidewalk.  A few protesters closest to the fence seemed to be agitating and throwing water 

bottles.  After issuing a dispersal order and announcing that dispersal weapons would be used, 

police shot tear gas into the front of the crowd from behind the fence.  But they also shot tear gas 

into the intersection of SW Fourth Avenue and SW Taylor Street—directly behind the crowd, 

blocking them in.  This came as a surprise since it was expected that officers would be directing 

their weapons at the people agitating near the fence—not indiscriminately across a crowd of 

families, children, peaceful demonstrators, and the media. 

7. This tactic did not disperse the crowd, because the crowd had nowhere to go to 

escape the gas.  Instead, it ensured that everyone who was in the crowd was inundated with tear 

gas, whether attending as a protester, journalist, legal observer, or medic, and whether at the front 

or in the back.  This is known as a “kettling” or “killbox” tactic.   

8. This action effectively forced everyone standing in this block, including myself, 

to run through a cloud of tear gas to leave the scene.  This created a stampede of people trying to 

escape the chemical gas.  I was fearful of being trampled, especially since I wasn’t able to see 

out of my eyes at the time.  When I finally escaped the clouds of gas, a stranger offered to pour 

water into my eyes—and I accepted their offer.   

9. I attempted to continue to cover the protests, but the police continued to gas the 

crowd, including me.  Throughout the night, strong winds kept the chemicals drifting in the air, 

meaning it was hard to avoid the smell and irritation of CS gas that hung in the air. 

10. Ultimately, my editor decided that my safety and wellbeing were at risk and 

instructed me to stop covering the protests for the night.  Because of the actions of the police, I 

was unable to do my job and report on the protests and how the police enforced their dispersal 

order. 

11. The following is a true and correct copy of an email I received from Lieutenant 

Kristina Jones of the Portland Police Bureau on June 8, 2020, at 2:49 a.m., while protests were 

ongoing: 
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12. The following is a true and correct copy of an email I received from Lieutenant 

Kristina Jones of the Portland Police Bureau on June 12, 2020, at 7:20 p.m., while protests were 

ongoing: 
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13. No reporter from the Mercury has embedded with the Portland police because it 

would diminish our journalistic integrity and raise the possibility that we might alter or soften 

our reporting to stay in the police’s good graces. 

14. I am fearful for my safety and my colleagues’ safety when we report on protests.  

I have been tear-gassed twice without warning and without adequate time to leave an area.  I 

have decided not to approach a line of police officers in riot gear to accurately document their 

interactions with the public, because I am afraid I will be shot by their munitions or chemical 

gas.  I have stopped reporting earlier than I intended during protests due to fear of violence and 

harm from police officers.  This has hampered my ability to write transparently about police 

conduct.  I fear that the police are intentionally trying to keep press from covering officers’ 

interactions with protesters. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

 

Dated:  June 29, 2020          
          Alex Zielinski 
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